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Abstract: 
This document lists the major features of SAM 2.5. 
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1 DOCUMENTS 
SAM User Guide  KS011p03b04env3 Not changed 
SAM User Guide PPC  KS011p03b03env2 Not changed 
Target Environment Specification KS011p03a03env2 Not changed 
 

2 VERSIONS 

2.1 PC 
The version of SAM is 2.5.0 
 

2.2 Database 
The version of SAM database is 2.5.0 
 

2.3 Tracy Connection 
The version of SAM-Tracy is 2.5.0 
 

3 TEST 

3.1 Specification 
This is a minor release, and full testing has been performed according to the specification 
in the test report HF047g09v01. 
 
Each new function, TR and CR has been tested according to the nature of their function. 
 

3.2 Deviation 
None 
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4 TROUBLE REPORTS 
There are 3 Trouble Reports fixed in this release: 
 
Prevas TR Number 
TR48 
TR49 
TR50 
 

4.1 TR 48 SAM searching in wrong field 
In SAM 2.4 when an Advanced search for ‘Software License’ where performed, results 
where from the 'Support Agreement' field instead. It was impossible to search for values in 
the 'Software License' field. 
 
This error is corrected and the search is being made on the correct field ‘Software 
License’. 
 

4.2 TR 49 Error with Owner Transfer due to Retailer 
In SAM 2.4 when transferring an individual with a connected Retailer to another owner in 
another Region an error occurred in SAM 2.4 due to a database constraint. 
 
The constraint causing this problem is removed and the Region will now only work as a 
filter when setting Retailer. 
 

4.3 TR 50 Problem to delete site with individuals in status "REMOVED FROM ETE" 
In SAM 2.4 when deleting sites that contained individuals that were in the status VOID or 
REMOVED FROM ETE it was hard to understand why the message "It is not possible to 
delete this Site while there are assets registered to it" appeared. A normal search for 
assets showed no result, because they only show up in Advanced search. 
 
Now there is a message box giving a hint that there may exist individuals in the status 
VOID or REMOVED FROM ETE and to use Advanced search to find them. 
 

5 CHANGE REQUESTS 
There are 4 Change Requests included in this release: 
 
Prevas CR Number ETE CR Number 
CR68 CR465 
CR69 CR461 
CR70 CR457 
CR72 N/A 
 

5.1 CR 68 Ability to change functional descriptions in SAM 
BETE is doing a lot of work in Globalization to enable them to standardize and benchmark 
their service between different global Test Organizations. Part of this work involves them 
to have a standard naming convention implemented in their booking system so that in 
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whatever location the user is, the equipment is named consistently and can be searched 
for the same way. 
One impact of this is that they want to be able to re-use the 'Functional Designation' drop-
downs in SAM in the booking system, to provide more information as to the hardware 
platform/equipment type and hardware level. 
 
In SAM 2.5 it is possible to change the Functional Designation in the Edit Description 
dialog. The individuals with the Functional Designation connected will be updated as well. 
Only non-Ericsson assets can have their Functional Designation changed. 

5.2 CR 69 SAM-BS Interaction 
The SAM application does not keep the private key introduced by the SAM-BS interaction 
IP when changing the customer id. 
SAM-BS interaction introduced a private key, a number, that is associated with a 
customer. As a fictive example customer "ABC" is associated with the private key "42". If 
"ABC" is changed to "ABD" the private key "42" shall be kept since the number "42" is 
used from the booking system. Instead SAM adds a new row "ABD" which gets number 
"43", then removes the old "ABC" row without copying the "42". 
 
In SAM 2.5 when moving or changing name on a Test Organization the unique number is 
unchanged. 
 

5.3 CR 70 Addition of new status “DELIVERY PENDING” in SAM 
Sometimes there is a need for assigning BAMS numbers to equipment before it arrives on 
site. These will be scanned into SAM. They cannot be marked as active as they will not be 
on site at the time of scanning. Add 'Delivery pending' to the status drop down window in 
Snitcher. 
 
In SAM 2.5 there is a new status DELIVERY PENDING. The status DELIVERY PENDING 
can only be set from status ACTIVE and an individual in status DELIVERY PENDING can 
only be set to status ACTIVE. All transactions in the PocketPC will put individuals in status 
ACTIVE if they are in status DELIVERY PENDING when stored (the exception is Show 
Asset which never updates the asset in SAM). 
 
The status will be inherited down to all children even if the children are not in the scanned 
section, but not applied to parents. The individuals with status DELIVERY PENDING will 
most likely not be in a structure in SAM when scanned the first time. 
 
In inventory the individuals marked and selected “move to…” or “move to inventoried 
site…” will automatically be set to status ACTIVE if they are in DELIVERY PENDING. If 
not marked or if they are missing in the inventory they will not be automatically updated. 
 

5.4 CR 72 Database improvements 

There are a number of improvements needed in the SAM database to facilitate the new 
functionality in BAMS Booking System R5. If the changes described in this CR are not 
implemented, the performance of BAMS R5 will suffer. 
 
The changes in WIH errand number ST0000005551201 is implemented. 
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6 PREVIOUS RELESE 

The release before this was version 2.4. 

7 COMPATIBILITY 
The SAM 2.5 application is compatible with the following PPC versions: 
 
PPC Version Comment 
5.1 All functions on the PPC can be used. 
5.2 All functions on the PPC can be used, including the Inventory function 
5.3 All functions on the PPC can be used. 
 


